The Bronx marble range is made out of Carrara white marble from ITALY.
This range has a light seal coat on the marble, however please see below on Page 2 which refers to a product “Care
Cover” that we HIGHLY recommend to spray onto the marble to add protection from liquid and oil spills.
We believe that every piece of furniture is unique and as your furniture is made from naturally occurring materials, it is
important you are aware that it may feature some variations in colour, texture and/or grain. Whilst we try to keep these
variations to a minimum, if present they serve to add character and charm.
Usage considerations:
1) Prohibit from weight and crashing, this may cause serious damage to the furniture
2) Keep away from acid, alkali, corrosive chemicals & organic solvent. Avoid using products with special chemicals
for cleaning
3) Keep away from sharp objects, as this will destroy protection coating and paint
4) If dirty, please use a wet cloth to clean softly and dry with a cotton cloth. Please wipe quickly if any colour beverages
or chemicals are spilt
5) If tables are not stable, please adjust base and adjustable feet to level
Direct Sunlight
All marble top surfaces when subjected to direct or indirect sunlight will mellow and change colour over a period of time.
Please do NOT locate this range in high temperature or high humidity areas, keep in dry and ventilated areas. This range is
for indoor use only. Poor environment will shorten life span of this range, so good care of your furniture is required to ensure
the longevity.
Heat
Furniture will endure most temperatures in homes. However it should be positioned as far away from radiators, direct
sunlight, or other forms of direct heat sources as possible. Avoid extremes in humidity. This can cause metal to rust and
loosen the backboard glue. Keep furniture away from air conditioning units. For protection against heat sources from hot
plates and cups, quality tablemats and cloths should always be used.
Placing Objects on your Furniture
A protective mat should be used to protect the surface from marking.
Moving & Placing
Never drag furniture—always lift it. Do not drag objects over the furniture surface, lift them. It is always advisable to level
furniture when placing it. This will ensure product is level and removed from undue pressures on joints.
Spillages
Never leave spillages. Remove them immediately with a cloth. Marble is naturally extremely POROUS and will quickly
absorb any liquids that spill onto the table. To help with this situation, Nick Scali provide a product that will provide extra
sealant to the marble top to minimize the possibility of permanent stains. Please see next page for details.

Click here for video demonstration - http://www.carecoveraustralia.com.au/?page_id=645

AVAILABLE IN-STORE:
Due to the fact that natural marble is highly porous, we INSIST every customer MUST purchase
this product with their marble furniture, to help avoid severe staining from spilt liquids and provide
extra protection however we don't guarantee it will provide TOTAL protection against
stains. Spills MUST be wiped up immediately.
The product may leave a slightly changed finish to the surface, however this should dissipate over
time.
We strongly suggest applying this monthly.
Please see in-store for more details on this product and to purchase.

